David Marchant continues to maintain that he has never engaged in any form of sexual harassment, not in 1998 or 1999 in Antarctica or at any time since. The Title IX process at Boston University has been a travesty, operated by an administration who has capitulated at every turn to the fear of adverse publicity at the expense of providing due process to an esteemed professor who has worked for nearly 20 years since these false allegations supposedly occurred without a single complaint. In its press releases today, the University fails to inform you that the vast majority of the allegations brought by Professor Marchant’s accusers were summarily dismissed as not credible.

Dr. Marchant remains grateful to the number of students and colleagues who have supported him and spoke to his character throughout this ordeal. He is also indebted to the Boston University Faculty Committee who carefully considered his case and had the courage to recommend against his termination.

Dr. Marchant will pursue his rights in court.